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The electrioal conactivity of j;old- blacks is evaluated from refloo-

tios and transmission measurements in the far infrared. For suf'ciently

thin samples td sufficiently lurge wavelengths a closed expression Io de

rived, relating the electrical conductivity of the gold black direction to

the abporption and trunswis, on coefficient-. It is found that the electri-

cal -onductivity varies with wavele.,gth, and for wavelengths larger than

105 microns thip variation Is attributed to a relaxation effect. The re-

laxation time of electrons in gold blacks Is found to agree closely with

that in bulk gold.

INTR(JDUCTION

Metal blacks have been found1 to have a very low density, and yet

IL. Harris Pnd J. 1. Beasley; J. Opt. Soc. An. 42, 134 (1952)

they conduct a direct current. This has led to the conclusion that their

structure ip yarn-like, with conducting strsnds sWced relatively far

apart. Maxwell's theory of electromagnetic radiation ha. been applied

to correlate the optieal (infrared) mnd electrical properties of the

blacks. When radiation is incident on a black, a rapidly alternating

field acts on the electrons in the black, rnd the nonductivity exflresoes

the response of the electrons to the impoeed electrical field. Several

factors may make the conductivity dependent on the vavelength; thege are:

a Geps in the metal strands consisting of either InsulatIng im-

,urities or sir, do not p]ss a direct current, but may act as nondensers.
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Since the Impedance of a branch of an electrical network containing a

condenser depends on the frequency, the apparent conductivity of inter-

rapted strands In gold tlack changes with the frequency of the incident

infrared radiation. ?bus the "optical conductivity" conuted from trans-

mission and reflection data is actually an admittivity. With increasing

frequency of the incide.t radiation more strands become capable of con-

ducting current. Therefore this *condenser effect* causes the optical

conductivity to decrease with in.rearinp wavelength of the incident radi-

ation.

3 According to Drudes and Zener3 electron, have a finite relaxation

OP.Drude, The Theory of Optics (lJonrrns and Co., New York, 1902)

IC.Zener, fature 132. 968 (1933)

time, which causes them to lag behind the Imposed oaf. This lag increases

with increasing freqency of the imposed field. This Orelaxation effect'

causes the effective conductivity to Increase with Increasing wavelength

of the incident radiatio.

o At resonance frequencies the optical absorptivity, and hence

the conductivity computed from optical measurements, passes through a

maximum.

For gold blacks the effects of the three factors As 3, and C appear

to in different wavelength regions. Resonance frequencies lie

mostly in the visible and near infrared regions. For wavelength* greater

than 100 microns only those strands appear to conduct which can conduct

direct current. Conductivity across gaps only occurs appreciably for

wevelengths shorter than 100 microns, as will be shown below. Since the
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P * abeorption emffiieent of ronducting film.

z 1 /7,

r (Pr/) (n + 1k)

= avlqnitb of I ienint rail ition

4 z tOekICeue of confcing film.

The ortiel conqtantr %re relmtpi to the conductivity and permittivity

of the media by the relations:

ka3  -C res (/"&6) (Eq. 4

where

- onductivity of the conducting film

_ parmittivity of the conducting film

= permittivity of vacuum

F permeability of the conducting film

f1 a permeabllity of vacuum

a a velocity of radiation in vacaw.

The quantity FIca is dizenpionless, :3nd is called "reduced conductivity

per square' of conducting film. A? will be seen below, it Is directly re-

lated to the optical properties of films.

The inverse relations of Eqs. (3) and (4) are given by Eqs. (5 ) ad

(6 ): A- -2I

.0 cFee+ (u,,-)" 2+ a(3q. 5)

- e + (W WC02M/A" 01 (Zq. 6)T-J
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masurements report" in this paper were all ma vith radiation of wvwe-

loseth &ater thba 100 igreaso the rol %&tien offset Is the domlat

one to be aosidered bore.

RMTY, Part I COIWCTYJI AN A VOC1tI5 OF ASSdlIMI AIM
"YAWS 145 " '0I

arrig Beasley and L9eb have derived eznpssloa for the refleaoto

6c. .ve

an& traa&solon of radiation by thin eofmiwtIg film* as funetions of

the optical aasuteate, a and ks of the ftilm the thieknmes of the film,

the Index of refraction of a nn-absorbing "erckiu6 for the film, &nil to

wavelongth of the incident radiatioa. The Uckings used for the ;old

blaoks under esside ation bors we e xamined teprately in the f,4

fnfrarod, and were observed to be 100 per oent transmitting. Their index
Ale ca.oe

of refwcttioa is therefore effectively unity, so that Caai III of o .

applies here:

?~iwC 4  ae I(e Zai)~ a ~

. 5 I.. . . ....... uin

I2 a**I a - (Z + *Z )ui eta

vhere R a fraetioa of radistiou reflected

T a frostioa ofradiation transmitted

Z . ik
OaIn

a.= in~e of refimeten ef eonhoting film.
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Fq. (9) is very useful for nplications In the infrared, for it relates

the electrical conductivity of the film directly to the abeorrption per

unit tranomission of the film. The only condition to its t-ppication ILI

that thp raqtio of film thickness to wavelength be sufficiently small, while

reflection %kn4 tranemission are tbemselves extremely complicated functions

of bnthn conductivity and permittivity of the film as demonstrated by Zqs.

(7) and (8 )) *he right bud side of 1q. (9 ) is Independent of the permit-

tivity of the film, and is a simple quadratic funnction of the reduced cow-

ductivity per square of film. As the ratio a/X approaches sero, s~o &

aT'mromhes A/ ' asym'~ptotical1ly, anO ceases to depend explicitly on a,,

Thus, for thin films, the explicit die-vendenee of ?&a'on film thickness is

only very slight. This io very importat wbon the conductivity per square

film of metal blacks is to be determined from experimental data on if for

the density and consequently the thickness of the blacks are net easily

found accurately. The expression A/T =_(1-Y-*TI depends for metal blacks

largely on the transmission, wAd loes so on reflection. This because,

blackm have rather inlistinet surfaces and hence small reflectivity. This

reflectivity my be somewhat diffuse rather than completely specular, a

fact not recognized when the measureri~nts reported here were made.* The

value i-e rofleetion unied may thbersfore be somewhat low, but this error

does not affect the value of A/T1 very mach.

REULTS, Part I

Table I listis the results of reflection and, transmission inasurements

made atThe Johns 'opkins University on four gold 'black samples at three

different vevelengthe In the far infrared. The density of these samples
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In the present paper the reduced ooaduetlvlty ts considered more fundwauntal

than the optical oonstrnts. Hovever, the optical constants can be oalcu-

lated, where desired, by the use of 'qs. (5) and (6). When the o4avelength

is large compared to the thickness of the ;Old black, the ex)resasion

(a + ik) 2n/) Is1 mll'*" for a and k rarel axaesd 3. .. i. following

*Jhn the wavelength is small comwred to the filu thickness, the optical

density (loglo l/T) is directly prouortional topcra. ior long wavelengths

interference effects must be taken into account as Is done in tnis paper.

approximations wm be used whon I(n + 1k)

*in a Ka

coo Ica I - 1/2 (Y'a?

substitution of these expressions and :qe. (3) and (4) into Pcs. (1) and

(2) -Poduoess

Dot nla the absorption coefceont A as:

I. I-R-T j 0+/r)

+ 1-4-?

an@ substituting for Rd wY the ewwerstone gives In FSqe. (7) and (6) Vs'ducegl

A/1 +wl I~ I~) +j (We'll)} a (eq. 9)



is 300 to 500 times as small as that of bulk gold1 . table I also contains

values of la/A for all samples and avelengths, coapmted from the veight

per unit area of sample, using for the ratio of the deneity of bulk gold

to that of the gold black the values x - 150 and x - 500. Eq. (9) is not

applicable to nll eases enumerated in Table I. particularly for x a 500

because the requirement I (a + ik) 21/ 1 S< 1 is certainly not satisfied

when Tv/ -1. The camewlore Rq. (9) is not applicable are indicated by

an asterisk.
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!AL3 10 Observed reflection and tranemieion of gold black depoeite
at different vavelongthe; calculated u/X values for the de-
poeits)assumn g different densities.

Lieroas percent 3 - 150 a - 500

53 105 13.0 25.5 0.295 0.9840,

345 16.2 25 0.0900 0.300

455 19.5 21.6 o.o682 0.227

51 105 10.7 41.2 o.162 0.539"

3145 7.8 40.8 0.0492 0.164

455 8.8 37.1 0.0373 o.124

58 105 10.1 39.4 o.196 o.653*

345 9.7 36.8s 0.0597 0.199

455 8.8 314.1 0.0452 0.151

52 105 2.2 73.4 o.o0693 0.231

345 2.6 69 0.0211 0.0703

455 5 61 o.o16o 0.0533

*Sq. (9 )not applicable

Otegliability of data is -1%

x is the ratio of the density of bulk gold to that of the gold black

deposit.,
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The cases where 3q. (9) applitis were solved first, and by extrapola-

tion from the results thus obtAined first estimates were made for the

other cases. This procedure thus yielded twenty-four values forncsa,.

nazel.r one for each of four sa-mples ct three wavelengths, assumin , two

values of the density ratio of bulk gold to R gold black. Of these twenty-

four values most were assumed to be good approximations because they were

obtained from Aq. (9) under conditions where this equation Is presumably

aprlicable.' The remainder were considered only first estimates in a

series of successive approximations. The entire set of values was sub-

Jested to the following test which served both as a oheek on the approxi-

mate method, and as part of a successive approximation method where the

need for more accurate conatations was Indicated.

From the estimate of rd-a the optical constants a and k were calcu-

lated, using 3q9. (5) and (6). For o calculations a knowledge

of C and r is required. The latter quantity can, for non-magnotl films,

be set equal to that of vacuum, I.e. r a y0. The permittivity of - ziirture

is a linear combination of the permittivitles of the components, each acom-

ponent being weighted by its relative ooncontratioa. Gold blacks consist

of only a fraction of a volume percent of gold; their permittivity can

therefore be approximated by that of air C 6 It should b. emphasized

that this approximation Is only used in testing the applicability of Eq.

(9) but nevor to obtain results when 3q. (9) does apply.

Setting rnioand & = 60In Eqs. (5) and (6) enables one to obtain

a and k. Whon a and k are knovn, R and T can be calculated from lqs. (1)

and (2)9 this comptation was carried out on Whirlwind L the electronic

digital comuter at the asachusetts Institute of Technolog. Prom the

values of It and T thus obtained A/ was calculated and compared with the
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observed value. The values of roaa loading to computed values of Aft la

agneseat with the observel case are listed in ?able I togetbor with the

obeorved and ocalulated values of A/. Two interesting observatios can

be made in t&bl 1, namely that for the thinnest sMle (sample 52) r T

= Aft within the aocuracy reported and that the results for the two extrose

values of the density ratio assumed are not very different. 0aly two

iLits are eqprimentally uignificant.
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YA]R It. hiuced condutivity per square, and abborptoa per wat
tramsesion for different densities of gold blacks deposits.

Calcuznted observed
croa z- 150 z a 500 z - 150 z.500

53 105 1.8 i.14 2.4 2.4 2.4

2.3 2.0 2.3 2.3 2.35

4% 2.7 2.4 2.7 2.7 2.7

57 105 1.2 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.2

314 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3

455 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.~4 1.5

58 105 1.2 1.0 1.2 1.3 1.3

4. IA 1.5 1.5 1.5

1.7 1.6 1.7 1.7 1.7

52 105 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33

34 o.)4 0.41 0.41 o.1i o.1

5 0.142 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42

z Is the ratio of the density of bulk gold to that o the gold blac deposit

ru, Is the redteod oonductivity per soare of deposit

A Is the absorption

2 Is the tranmissleos
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VCRT, Part 1U: 3'MLAYT10I TIKr 0? M'1!CR018 11 )AL SLACIS

The experimental results Indicate that the conductlvity at

Is consistently higher than at 105 r. 31arris and easleyl bay*e

a decreasing coendutivity as the wavelength Inreases fron 7 to 15 r,

this conductivity being aout 1.75 tines their to eesductivity aA about

twice the value reported in table 11 for 105 r. T5ah the CenAuetivity

goes through a ninimas between 7 and 455 T. The Increase of conductivity

vith increasig wavelength on the long wavelength side of the mialm

indicates that the relaxation offset predomimtes here. The decrease of

the condntivity vith Increasing wavelength on the short wavelength side

of the miniam indicates that here the condenser effect predominates.

The relazation effect therefore appears to prodoeinste In at least the

majer portion of the wvelength region 105 < , <455r, though the exact

position of the mianma is not knoa. The following analysia shave, at

least sei-quantitatively, that the condenser offset may be meglected Is

the wavelength region A 2 105 .

Te adittace of a system of strande can be satimated by an equiva-

lent electrical circuit oontainlng condensers and resisters. The fact

that blacke conduct direct currents indicates that there arc uanitermipted

conducting' paths in the black. These paths may be qats devious and mch

longer than the shortest distance between the electrodes used to measure

direct current oonductivItA they are represented In the network by a

series of resistance. There may be shorter paths between the electrodes

which pass through gaps or through ao-onducting impurities in the strands.

Such gaps are represented by shut condensers In the equivalent circuit.

The admittance of these condensers is zero for direct current, but Increases

with Increasing frequencies. Therefore an increaaing number of paths
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participate in pssing eun'ent as the frequency increases, so that the

conductivity will increase appreciably when the wevolongth beoomes loe

than a critical value "A a a At this critical vavlength the admittance of

the shunt condeablr at least equals that of the shunted resistance. I a.

Ccg a 0, where W 2wo/ , where a is the velocity of radiation in vau,

a the capacitance of the condenser and G the conductance of the shunted

resistance. Thorfore) 2ftcO/G, The conductance and capacitance can be

expressed in terms of the conductivity of a metal strand, 0, the permit-

tivity of a sap, E the cross-sectional area of a strand, which i also

the plate area of the condenser, A, the length of a strand, , and the

total length, d, of all the gaps in the strand:

Therefore E ~ /(C" d)
02 a

Mhen the permittivity of the gaps equals that of vacum. a 6 (376.1)71

sho. For bulk gold the conductivity is of the order of 10P mho/cal this

value is an upper limit for the conductivity of a strand. Denoting the

ratio of the conductivity of a gold strand to that of bulk gold by hO,

one obtains T,"-l0 h uho/cm, o~h~l. Therefore I v-'l 33 x 10"' microns

. The assumption that the condensers do not contribute to the con-

ductivity of the black is justified if

1 &<< lO is .e. if h/ >> 1. 33:2 l
As conservative estimates, lot h be not more than 10 "e , and lot the total

length of gaps in a strand add up to not more than 1 per cent of the length

of the strand. These values would lead to a lower limit of 4./ t, namely

dh/ t 10 4 , which still exceeds 1.33 x 10 "e by a large factor. Therefore



it may be conaludied that )a<< 1017. so that the condenser effect need

not be considered In the wavlength region ? 10(p.

Asio relaxation effect Is therefore very suitably studied by means

of rrdition of wavelength greater than 100p Imude and Zonsr 3 have

considered forest acting on the elootrons t hM are proportional and op-

posite in direction to their velocity, hone frictional in nature. I'hey

derived the folloving expression for the conductivitys

T :W ,wos 9+) 10)

whsre - conductivity

no c eoncentration of.electrons

a - electronic charge

t time necessary for nyerse. velocity to drop to a fraction 1/o

times Its original value this i called the relaxation time.

c r velocity of radiation In vacuo

) wavelength of radiation

Letting g go to Infi.lity in equati,'n (10) produces

do lim 6" , e (Zq. 11)'A +e 00

2Jividing a:. (11) by :q. (10) gives

(P (rdayr~ 1 oC (2"0/) )(.12)

Aron :q. (11) is is seen that do measurements only give information

about the product of the eleotron concetration and the relaxation time,

.'q. (12) shows that measurement of the conductivity at various wavelengths

can produre data from which to derive the relaxation time independently.

It is hoped that a series of hall offset mesurements now being performed

vill yield Independent Information about the electron concentration,
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A TMe do conductivity

Eq. (4) ran be9 used to determine the relaxatien tine if the refhloed

Conductivity per squa~m W 'da. t I knows* This value was found by plot.

times in Tic. 1, 9ica) vsY. (2m/-AO/? using as experimental

values tbose -0 reported In Table 1U. Zztraperlating this cne#

which theoretically should bhe a StrAight line. gives an the ordinikt, inter-

cept (rocl' for the ordinate art* represents Xw 00. Plarris asd

30suloy' have reported values Of do conduetivity obtained 'by direct o1..-

trical Ueaourmentes which are arrnlir-able to the sauples described bore.

Table III list$ the values of Uft a deterined 'both 'by extre~polation of

the data of ?&*I It ad 'by direct masurements performed on these amples

prior to the long wavelength meariromnts. The extrapolated values do

not agree very closely with these obtained by direct measurement, The

discrepacy Is believed to IN &we to sli~ht sistering of the samples as

& result of the measurements with long wavelength*. while the satples

did not arpeaw to the eye to be sistere&, and while the trasaistilon at

71was found to be practically unehanged after the longer wavelength
measuremnts had been made, slight sintering does not affect the optical

properties equaly at all wavelengths. The physial reason to that

uinterine remover sme of tbose gape that prevent current flow through

interrupted strands at vwvlength, greater than 100 re. Thus the do

conductivity and the condutivity for very long wavelengths increase a

uinterizig. &t 7the admittance of the "p-, to so much larger that

they do not Inhibit current flowl on this basis the hirher conductivity

at 1ras com"ared with that at 100 was explained above*



Fig. 1. (Reduced conduetivity psi' square. Pet)-aP vs. (vap.o2Cath/2i¢)-S

of four Cold black samples. x is the ratio of the density of

bulk rold to Cold black.
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faLl III: Yo onduotlvlty for go111 bla

By extrapolatom Ia 7ip. X Ire. relstace meavnaest

53 2.6 2.3 1.1

57 1. 1.4 0.96

1.6 1.5 1.2

52 0.44 0.4~4 0.31

z i the ratie of the denslty of bulk gold to that of the Cold blaok

deposit.

1,cail the reduce6da to oadfutivity per square of fila
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The revorhl of' gapp therefore ioeu not iacrease the conductivity at 7

nearly as mch an that at 100 . It has boen observed that a sample

that 4intered sufficiently so that a brownish east vn ebeerved, had at

least a three fold increase in dc cor~urtivity. Since the discrepancy

between the values obtained by the two measurements "ported Is Table III

to much less than threefold, the amount of sintoring that wfuld &a*et

for the do discrepancy Is not nearly en*ugA to alter the appoaraaeo of

the sample in visible radiation. 7or the sae reason the emasured values

at 7 , are not nearly as sensitive to stateriag as those male in the

wavelength region beyond 100,P and with direct current.

B The relaxation time.

From the slope* and intercepts of the curves drawn In Fig. I the

relaxation time Is conpated. ?be results are listed in 'able IT, &ad

agree remarkably well with each other and with the value 5'-10- 1O sec.

reported5 for bulk metal. he agreement between the values calculated

SeIts. Nodern Theory of Selidov, let ed. Korsav Rill, p. 639

avuing different valves of the density ratio is reassuring A relaza-

tion time of electrons in gold blacks of the same order of mognitude s

that of electrons In balk gold aecoate for the vavelength dependamse

of the conductivity observed for four gold blaok smples.

The choice of waivelengtb 'X n1- and~ A w. "0-vs wade befese

the theoretical analysis was performed. Is Fig. 1 these two vlule a

son to be so closs together for the study of relaxation times as hadly

to represent independent easureoments. It is hoped that the results pre-

sented here may stimlate further measurements i the region Ins (< <41

In order to cheek the lieaor dependence of the reciprocal roduced ooaw-

Wity per square en the square O the reciprocal wavelength.
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fh IT. 201&mtisa time of oletrse In co1 blask deposits.

!Ego Rluation tim (see)

zm=150 XN= @O

53 3.8 2 1 0"  4.5 x 100"

5? 2.5 x 107'4 3.4 10'"

3.2 2 3.60 4  4.1 x o "

52 3. 2z 1o" 3 .2 z lo-

3 to the ratio of th* doesitv of bulk Cold to that of the g1od blaok

deposit.
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OONCLU;101 AND 3UMNAM

Mhe mg of wwelemthe largr thma 105 appears very useful fer

the Invotialtioe of the behavi u of oleetems is motal 'blase aa their

absorptive power. Whle do eonuctivity inamremate only give the product

of electron concentratien and relantloa time the determination of the

eoduetivity by optical mseas at varlous vweleiths provides a independent

means of determining the relaxation time.

Tho relatatlea time sf eloetrens ia blaeks we foud to bo of the

same order of smuitude as that in buLk Cold. This vould indicate that

the anplitide of oscillation of the electrons i me somll that the fine

state of division of gold in a blasck does not hinder the response of the

eletron to radiation of wavelegth greater than 100 .

A closed expression wa derived for finding the eenafetivity of u

this films at u large veYelengths in terms of the observed trasnsuosio

nd absorptie of any film, whether a black deposit or a bright film. It

has ees shwm that the redued conductivity per vqaas of film is a very

funamental property of metal films an" a very useftl one becauxes

& It detormiaoe directly the o"ical behavioar of the film and at

leg wevolesbs approaches the absorption per unit transmission asymptoti-

It to dimensionless.

O It ea be determined without a very aceursto knovledge of tbo

deasity of the fim.

lbe optieal eotants awe not nearly as useful beemeo they are strougi,

dependent on the density of the black. M*le it wee eriginally tbi.,ht
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that they bhad to le determined first from optical moasuremesto is order

to flna the oesductivitysIt mew turn$ oat that by mesa. of sq. (9) tao

onductivity Is found much more easily thea are the optical contaats.

The followi g ooocluion* coa 1b drawn from the proeent invostis-

tion about the sotruture of motal blacks:

As the blac haove an extremely low density and yet eenduct direct

current, they probably consist of -rs-liko strands of crystal i to eI-

atIvoly far apwrt. The to of metal blak Is about 10
A

times that of bright lopeeote of eomparable w*iht per wit area. Thins

low ratio Is due both to the longer conducting ath in blacke and to

the lower eeentratiea of electroe in the blacks. This comparatively

low concentration has two eames, nanely the low concentration of motal

Is blaek, sad the low eaentration of electrons in the metal strands.

The concentration of metal in the blacks to doterlned by the density

ratio x=L 500. That the concentration of electrons In the strands Is

emaratively low is oggeeteod by the comparatively low condetivity of

thin, 'bright gold film.

tall effset measure-

mot are belag plsaed to find the electron oenemtratlen in the bladk

d4epPOit.; en lang the results of theO asOurentse With the oti t ed

density ratie z 500 enables ee to find the concentration of eloctrmns

In the str nds. Cobialag the rests of N.Ul-effeot measurements vith
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the valuos for do conductivity and relaxation time, reported in this raper,
SEP 25 I G

should give the average length of theo& ± errupted metal strandA in blacks.
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